PRESS RELEASE – MOTORHOME INNOVATIONS FOR THE 2020 SEASON

HOBBY PRESENTS NEW OPTIMA ONTOUR ENTRY-LEVEL MODEL RANGE
& INNOVATIVE LAYOUTS

In the 2020 season, Hobby is presenting eight model ranges with 26 different layouts. The
biggest changes relate to semi-integrated vehicles and the successful OPTIMA ONTOUR
EDITION range of vans, which is being expanded for the forthcoming season with the
unique and new V65 GQ queen-size bed van. Despite its compact external dimensions, it
feels extremely spacious. As for semi-integrated vehicles, the new OPTIMA ONTOUR is
being added to the product portfolio in the entry-level segment. It represents exceptional
value for money and boasts four attractive layouts.

The OPTIMA ONTOUR EDITION range of vans with the V65 GE and V65 GF models has been
a resounding success since its launch at CMT 2019 and has already become a bestseller within
a very short period of time. With the new V65 GQ model, Hobby is expanding the model range
and presenting the first queen-size bed solution in a van. Unique and cleverly designed, it boasts
a spacious sleeping compartment. The queen-size bed is easy to access, can be adjusted, and
offers plenty of extra storage space underneath the bed, creating a cosy ambience all round.
“This popular layout solution is aimed at customers who attach great importance to compact external dimensions. With this model, we have successfully risen to the challenge of creating a
generous feeling of space, despite having a width of just 2.16 m,” says Matthias Schätzle, Head
of Motorhome Design.

The new OPTIMA ONTOUR represents exceptional value for money in the entry-level segment
and boasts four attractive layouts for the 2020 season. The popular T65 FL model with one double bed, the T65 HFL with one drop-down bed and one double bed, as well as the T65 GE with
two single beds are also available as standard.
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A new addition to the range is the T65 HKM, which has a 2-tier bunk bed and a comfy drop-down
bed. The family layout can comfortably sleep up to six people. An interior headroom of 2.05 metres ensures a generous feeling of space.

Both the fully equipped OPTIMA ONTOUR EDITION Hobby van and the entry-level OPTIMA
ONTOUR feature a modern, compact kitchen that can be extended, which means that the whole
family can lend a hand with the cooking. The all-round wall units and the 140-litre Slim Tower refrigerator create plenty of storage space for all the essential provisions and luggage. The gas
bottle pull-out shelf, which makes changing bottles a piece of cake, is especially handy. Icy winter days are no cause for concern either – quite the opposite. The insulated and heated waste
water tank as well as rear garage and the GRP floor with XPS heat insulation ensure that it is
cosy and warm inside.

Further information is available from the Hobby press office:
presse@hobby-caravan.de or at www.hobby-caravan.de/en.
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